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Arrestsup atFairfieldBeach
New no-tolerancepolicy cracks down on studentpanying
BY PAUL PARISI

As springtime temperatures get warmer and outdoor
activity increases at Fairfield
Beach, police officials say they
are ready to strictly enforce laws
designed to curb rowdy behavior by Fairfield students and
others in the beach area.
"Events at the beach have
become a cultural situation,
something that is being handed
down year to year," Lt. Michael
Walsh told The Mirror in an interview. "Whatever problem or
problems that have existed at
the beach area are still very
much there."
Since September, police
have been exercising a "NoTolerance" policy when it
comes to behavior at the beach,
Walsh said. Fairfield Police
define this policy as follows:
"When there is a nuisance or

Students taking too much credit
Q)ai^mrckmmngfinamMissuesforcollege^oers
BY JEN MALCOM

No cash? No problem.
With the swipe of a card and a
signature you're off. Off that is
until the monthly bills start rolling in and piling up.
Take a stroll by the
mailroom and chances are
you'll see a student or two with
their eyes popping out of their
pale green faces as they stare at
the long list of purchases
they've made.
"The problem is I have too
many and I go over my limit on
every single one. Sometimes I
look at my bill and not even remember what's on it. But, I pay
my monthly bills in full, I don't
just pay the minimum," said
Laura Orozco, '04.
Today, many credit card
companies offer amazing introductory rates that are
exceptionally low.

But like all good things that
come to an end, those great rates
soon jump extraordinarily high.
In June 2000, a Bankrate.com
survey of lenders that offer student credit cards found the average rate was 17.51 percent.
"Credit cards are such a
scam. They try to lure us innocent college students and then
they charge astronomically high
rates," said Marisa Muzic, '03.
Under regular credit criteria, many students would not be
able to get a card because they
have no credit history and little
or no income. But the market for
young people is valuable because as industry research
shows young consumers remain
loyal to their first cards as they
SEE "CREDIT" ON P.
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disturbance violation- to the degree that satisfies a legal threshold for arrest- an arrest will be
made without exception."
Walsh added that this can and
will be done without the offender first receiving a warning.
Due to this new policy, the
lieutenant confirmed that there
have been more arrests in 20012002 then in previous years.
Betz feels that overall this
year has been a definite improvement when it comes to
student behavior at the beach.
"The students have been more
mature and quiet than in years
past. We haven't been able to
do everything we wanted to this
year, but we have made strides.
However at this moment we are
at a crossroads."
"My advice to the students
is if you live at the beach do not
SEE "TONED" ON P.
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SacredHeart-kss?

Photo: Target Center

Ludacris is performing at Sacred Heart, but Fairfield students
may have to pay full price.
BY SEAN HAYES

According to FUSA Vice
President of Programming
Bridget Hennessey, a largescale spring concert rivaling the
success of 112 will not happen.
"I have a big issue with
having a big band and not selling a lot of tickets," Hennessey
said.
Hennessey's decision to
scale down the spring concert
is not due to budgetary constraints. Rather, she does not
want another concert catastrophe like Ben Harper one year
ago. Harper attracted only
1,100 students and cost FUSA
upwards of $75,000, according

to Hennessey.
"We have the money (for a
big spring concert), it's just not
cost-effective. We don't want
to do what's happened in the
past."
Adding to the spring concert troubles is the deterioration
in the relationship established
with Sacred Heart University
for the 112 concert. While Sacred Heart received blocks of
tickets for the 112 show at
Fairfield student prices, FUSA
has still not heard whether or
not Fairfield students will be
given a discount for Sacred
Heart's upcoming Ludacris
SEE "IS PAYING" ON P.
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Fairfield reacts
toBerriardDLI
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

A week after accusations of
head football coach Joe Bernard
drinking on the team bus, one
member of the team, the
Fairfield athletic department
and community respond in defense of the first-year head
coach.
Junior Chris Hook told The
Mirror last week that Bernard
is "always drinking on the bus
on the way home from away
games." Hook was suspended
from the team
indefinitely
prior to making this statement for violating team
rules, according to BerBERNARD
nard.
"I deny the allegation made
by Hook," Bernard said.
Hook, a member of
Fairfield's offensive unit, has
never rode on the same bus as
Bernard, since Bernard rides
with the defensive players on
another bus. However, members of the defensive unit that
are on the same bus as Bernard,
who wish to remain anonymous, have confirmed that
Hook's accusations are true.
Director of
Athletics EuPOLL:
gene Doris says
What do you
that until one
think
of Coach
player comes to
Bernard's
DUI?
the athletic adResults,
p.
12
ministration
with this information, nothing can be done at
this time.
"There's nothing I can do
at this time. Right now it's just
an accusation," Doris said. "I'm
not saying the investigation is
over, but until a player or someone comes forward—the accusation is unsubstantiated and is
just that—an accusation."
Doris discredits Hook's
accusation and believes Bernard
hasn't committed any wrongdoing while representing Fairfield
University.
"I went to him [Bernard]
and he told me on the record that
the accusation wasn't true,"
Doris said. "He's been honest
and upfront about his DUI arrest—I have no reason not to
believe him."
Senior members of the defensive unit (Joe Roberts, Scott
Gelber, Mike Duggan, John
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.
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WVOF opens its doors
PRESS RELEASE

Fairfield University's world-wide,
state-of-the-art radio station opened for
business on Wednesday, March 20, at 1
p.m. in a brand new three-studio complex in the John A. Barone Campus Center.
"BUT WAIT!"
YOU SAY,
"LITTLE WVOF A WORLD-WIDE
STATION?"
Yes! Through the wonder of the
internet, WVOF is reaching listeners
throughout the world. That was evident
two years ago when WVOF's Mike
Gross was named Disc Jockey of the
Year by the Academy of Western Artists. With a mix of historical and contemporary country and western material,
Mike has many fans, not only throughout the United States, but in Europe
where his show is heard at mid-day.
Matt Dinnan, associate dean of students and advisor to WVOF, says people
who work at the station hear regularly
from listeners in South America, Europe,
the West Coast and Canada. "The reggae
shows, for instance, reach people in the
islands, and the people in Ireland listen
in to our Irish show. The technology
transcends the FM limitations we had."
A web cam will be permanently
posted in the main studio so there will

be both audio and visual transmission
worldwide. Meanwhile, people on the
air will be able to receive email on line
for music requests and to open up dialogue for talk shows.
Adding to the excitement of the
opening, is the announcement Fairfield
University will now offer its students a
minor in radio, through a partnership
between WVOF and the Media Center.
Cassey Timoney, formerly of the Ham
Channel, the student TV station, will be
working with students interested in
learning more about radio. Cassey,
whose friends already listen to WVOF
in Boston, says he expects the web will
be a big hit.
Showing a visitor around the main
studio, Matt Dinnan points out that the
equipment allows for the downloading
of 32,000 songs, mostly from CDs. Still,
he says, a turntable will also be in service for that "certain sound" that some
people like.
Visitors walking by the glass-enclosed studio, will hear the show being
broadcast through an speaker mounted
in the lobby. The studio has the capability to broadcast throughout the building.
For more information, please call
Nancy Habetz, director of media relations, 203-254-4000, ext. 2647.
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cluding New
Glee Club will be Galen Tate, organist York's Carnegie Hall, Washington,
and director of music at St. Thomas D.C.'s National Cathedral and London's
More Church in Darien, and the Festi- Westminster Cathedral.
val Orchestra, with guest artists Beth
Maxwell, the director of choral and
Palmer and Gunnar Sahlin.
liturgical music at Fairfield University
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BY JEN MALCOM
Monday, March 11th
1:44 p.m. - Illegal charges reported on a credit card, under investigation.
11:51 p.m. - Narcotics possession in Jogues. Case referred to judicial.
Wednesday, March 13th
2:30 p.m - There was a complaint of harassing phone calls reported in
Jogues.
3:59 p.m. -A Fairfield town resident was found dumping garbage into a bin
on campus and was escorted off campus by security.
Thursday, March 14th
7:56 a.m. - A hit and run occurred to a vehicle in the Quick Center lot. The
case is under investigation.
8:44 a.m. - Disorderly conduct was reported of a student who was upset
about a university citation. The case was referred to judicial.
4:59 p.m. - Male from NY attempted to sell tickets to a comedy club. He
was escorted off campus and informed of solicitation policy.
10:14 p.m. - Eggs were tossed at townhouse 65. The case is under investigation.
Friday, March 15th
1:24 p.m. - Non-student found intoxicated and in possession of marijuana.
He required medical attention and was taken by ambulance to St.
Vincent's. Police were notified.
4:15 p.m. -Afemale student reported a broken windshield in the Loyola lot.
Saturday, March 16th
3:54 a.m. - Narcotics possession reported in Loyola and referred to judicial
10:44 p.m. - More narcotics found. A Gonzaga student was referred to
judicial.
Sunday, March 17th
1:34 p.m. - Levee patio chairs and tables were thrown about, Six chairs
and two tables were damaged.

CORRECTIONS
The Mirror retracts the quote attributed to Kevin Sullivan '02 in last week's
news story entitled "Students skeptical of use of faculty textbooks." The Mirror regrets the error.
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are
aware of any errors, please call editor Frank Washkuch at x6529.
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Girl power!
BY CHRIS WOOD

She came out on top at the primaries. She endured three straight weeks
of heavy campaigning. She pushed
through the final election to become
FUSA's first female president.
The issues and the heat of the campaign, fueled by all of the candidates,
drew the largest voter-turnout in several
years-including a large female contingency (see Mirror Snapshot, "Class
Breakdown").
Photo: Amy Womack
Through
it all, Karen
Donoghue,
who officially
takes her seat
as
FUSA
president on
April 25, says
that she has
learned the
importance of
Prez-elect Donoghue. friendship
"Never underestimate the power of
your friends," she said, "because they
will pull through at the least expected
times."
/ Apparently one can never have too
many friends, because the transition process between winning the FUSA presidential election and taking the seat is
filled with meeting new friends-those
that will assist the new president in doing her job effectively.
"Basically it's me just listening and

meeting people, they're not asking for
feedback," Donoghue said.
Current FUSA president Joe
Piagentini meets with her regularly, giving her a crash-course in the history of
FUSA, and the network of organizations
and administrators that she will be working with in the coming year.
The six-week process starts out with
introductions to Dean of Students Mark
Reed, Vice President of Student Services
William Schimpf, and of course, university President Fr. Aloysius P. Kelley S.J,
among others.
In addition, Donoghue accompanies
Piagentini to all of his various meetings
throughout the day.
Piagentini also plans to evaluate the
goals and accomplishments that his year
of FUSA encountered while helping the
new president to shape her own goals
into workable solutions.
"This transition is already good because of the mistakes V ve made through
the process," said Piagentini. "I can tell
her what I wish I would have done. Then
we both learn from it."
Donoghue says that her involvement with FUSA and the building of the
Student-Alumni Association (SAA) has
assisted her in building working relationships with groups across campus. She
has been a FUSA class officer since her
freshman year.
"I met so many people through [being a class officer]. Within FUSA, you're
always communicating with people, it

^

Females rock 58%
of FUSA votes
just opened a lot of lines of communica- them after the campaign."
tion," Donoghue said.
Regardless, the new president is
She also said that her involvement busily preparing for the tasks ahead,
in the SAA, an organization she helped though she sounds as if she has recovcreate her freshman year, has helped her ered from the campaign three weeks ago.
throughout the campaign process.
She has won a job that she said she has
This connection raised concern a looked forward to since freshman year.
volunteer from an opposing campaign,
"Once you get into FUSA, you nowho wished to remain anonymous. This tice this one person who seems to be inperson claimed that Donoghue had vio- volved with everything," Donoghue said
lated the election code by using materi- with noticeable excitement.
als from the SAA during her campaign.
"I've always been a leader, and I
Part I, Section d. of the FUSA love being busy, trying to make people
Spring Election Code states: "all print- happy," she added.
ing and photocopying | ^*v
The
services
Here is a look at the number of people
must take
SNAPSHOT
who voted, by class and gender:
place off
.Sophomore Class
campus." ■
MALE
\
400 Voters
Dcrcgjie
denied that
she printed
any materials at the
Alumni
House.
"I did
Senior Class
127 Voters
not violate
the rules,"
Donoghue
said. "I borrowed signs
from the
Alumni
House, and Source: FUSA
Graphic: Joshua O'Conncll
returned Percentages may not add up to 11(0% due to rounding.
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Church, Jesuits silenced by misconduct
BY JEN MALCOM

The festival of Easter-a season of
purity, light and joy. But this year, purity is being challenged, darkness is overshadowing light, and gloom is replacing
jubilation.
The sexual abuse scandal surrounding the Roman Catholic Church is
spreading across the nation. Many dioceses are turning over their records to
prosecutors and more people are stepping forward with accusations of sexual
abuse.
So far, it has brought down a bishop,
removed dozens of priests and marked
the nation's top prelate, Cardinal Bernard
F. Law of Boston. Since January, at least
55 priests in 17 dioceses have been removed, suspended, put on administrative
leave or forced to resign or retire. Every
day, the media seems to report a new
horror story.
"The media hasn't been helpful in
aiding understanding," said Paul E. Carrier, S.J., director of campus ministry.
"The headlines say catholic priests are
pedophiles. They use that word and
blanket any sexual misconduct under it.
Not that any of those actions are right,
but that's not accurate."
"The Catholic Church gets a bad rap
because of these stories. Scandals happen in all religions, in all professions. I
think the press is making too big a deal
out of it," said Anthony Catino, '04.
In addition to financial implications
of paying off multimillion-dollar settlements to the victims, the most serious

danger facing the church is the disaffection among believers. Although many
Catholics say they could never abandon
their faith, distrust of the church hierarchy could drive some to abandon the
church.
"Although it does make me question the validity of the church hierarchs,
it doesn't affect the way I believe or
worship," said Bridget Smith, '04.
The scandal may even further dissuade men from joining the priesthood
creating an even bigger problem with the
shortage of clergymen.
The issue first surfaced in 1985,
when The Times of Acadiana, a weekly
newspaper, reported the case of a Louisiana priest, Gilbert Gauthe, who confessed to molesting dozens of children
and was sentenced to 20 years in prison.
More cases surfaced in Dallas;
Santa Fe, N.M.; Fall River, Mass.; and
Santa Rosa, Calif. The issue dropped out
of the spotlight, but victims were quietly coming forward.
In silence church lawyers settled as
many as 1,000 lawsuits, paying victims
anywhere from a few thousand dollars
to millions each. In what many bishops
have now acknowledged was a grave
mistake, the church quietly reassigned
many of the priests to new parishes.
"The church has thought the priests
could be cured and reassigned to another
parish and the scandal could be covered
up. Obviously there was a problem with
that strategy. But, as I understand it, there
is still a small minority, only 5 percent,

involved," Ronald Davidson, Ph.D.,
chair of the Religious Studies department.
"I look my priestly colleges with
sadness at this added grievance they have
to bear. I hope the perpetrators will be
prosecuted to the fullest extent and the
Catholic Church comes out with a renewed healing and devotion," he said.
In January, The Boston Globe revealed that Cardinal Law, who was
aware of what was going on, had shifted
the Rev. John J. Geoghan Jr., accused of
molesting children more than 130 children over 30 years, from parish to parish.
Pope John Paul has strongly condemned clergymen who prey on children, but the Vatican has not led efforts
to stop the abuse. Although the pope did
issue rules in January requiring local
bishops to report sex abuse accusations
directly to Rome, they were buried in a
voluminous report, published in Latin,
about a bishops' conference.
"I think it's a shame that the Pope,
who many consider a moral leader, is
taking such a passive role," said Nicole
Pendolphi, '04.
Locally, Bridgeport Bishop William
E. Lori is being applauded for invoking
a zero-tolerance policy on clergy sexual
misconduct in the Diocese of Bridgeport.
The bishop said last week that he is
personally examining the records of the
285 priests and 86 deacons currently
serving in the diocese to assure there is
nothing in the files that "would show

they pose a threat to young people."
"Bishop Lori is handling the situation open and honest and with compassion. He is being very sensitive to the
victims and all those involved," said
Father Carrier.
But before Lori's tenure began, the
Diocese of Bridgeport, agreed to pay $15
million to 26 people who claimed to have
been sexually abused by six priests in
the diocese in the 1970s and early 1980s.
Five of those priests no longer serve in
the diocese.
Four priests named in the settlement
— Raymond Pcolka, Martin Federici,
Charles T Carr and W. Phillip Coleman
— are under suspension. A fifth priest,
Joseph Gorecki, is dead, and claims
against the sixth, Joseph J. Malloy, have
been found not to be credible.
"At this point, I can say that, to the
best of my knowledge, there are no
priests or deacons of the Diocese of
Bridgeport in active ministry who pose
any threat of committing sexual misconduct with a minor," said Lori.
"I, like my brother priests and deacons, remain deeply troubled by the
specter of the sexual abuse of minors —
a tragic problem confronting our society and indeed the Catholic Church." he
added.

RELATED ARTICLE
Should women
be preists?
Page 5
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Toned down Clam Jam
in planning stages
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

invite large groups of people late at
night," he said. "And if you frequent the
beach, do not do it late at night because
large groups of people consuming large
amounts of alcohol have the probability
of getting into trouble. It can jeopardize
your education, criminal record and future employment."
Due to problems at student parties
like Clam Jam and Luau, year-round
beach residents were able to convince a
Bridgeport Superior Court Judge to hand
down a temporary injunction against all
large gatherings at Lantern Point.
Student Beach Resident Association
President Amanda Betz warns that this
year's Clam Jam may be very different
from those of the past, "unfortunately we
can't have it like we used to. Of course,
one major difference is that it won't be
on the point."
This week FUSA and the SBRA will
meet to begin the process of laying out
definite plans for the event. Betz assures
that they are trying to keep the tradition
of having Clam Jam in the beach area
despite the current situation. "We've
been keeping an open relationship with
the police, but we're not involving them
as much as we have in the past," she said.
Improvements made by students in
the past couple of years are certainly a
step in the right direction. But, the more

than thirty years of animosity between
year-round residents at the beach and
students will not soon disappear.
This week, Fairfield Police sent out
a letter to everyone living in the beach
area. The letter defines the problem area
as "Reef Road, Fairfield Beach Road and
all streets connecting," and explains that
police have responded to over 200 nuisance complaints in this area since September 1st, 2001. It goes on to say "Our
goal is not to make arrests- it is to create
favorable living conditions for the community... This notice should serve as a
call for responsibility to residents and
visitors of the beach area."
According to Fairfield Police
records, as of March 16th, there have
been 113 arrests at the beach. These are
all considered misdemeanors and all carried a mandatory court appearance.
These arrests have been mostly "loud
parties", but have also included fights,
pedestrian offenses, and one DUI. In
addition there have also been 44 'infractions'. These are tickets for smaller offenses, which result in a mail-in fine of
$88.
Only time will tell what is in store
for the beach area. However, Lieutenant Walsh did finish the interview on a
hopeful note: "I think it is getting better... And I think all groups can live at
the beach in harmony as long as reasonable minds prevail."
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DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A
FUN AND DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT? LOOK NO FURTHER! Leading Executive
Search firm seeks a detail oriented, computer proficient individual to assist in the areas of
internet research, database
management, special projects,
as well as to aid in supporting
the company's most strategic
agendas. If you have strong interpersonal and administrative
skills, an energetic disposition
and a self-driven attitude, we
would like to speak with you.
Please fax resume to (203) 961
- 7001, or email ll@rmginc.net

Local Children's Theater group
is looking for someone to create, design and build scenery
for upcoming spring production. Part-time work or internship possiblities ideal for college student.... Please fax resume and cover letter to
(203)319-1927, attn: Jon. or
email EastonDrama@aol.com

Child Care Summer Help Wanted
Month of August - We are
looking for an energetic and
caring individual that can supervise 2 boys, ages 6 and 9 at our
home in Fairfield. The ideal situation would be 8:30-3:30 M-F.
We do have some flexibility on
the hours. Willing to pay competitive salary for the right candidate. If interested please
email khughes56@yahoo.com
or call 259-0093

Sports Teams - Clubs - Student
Groups Earn $1k-2k with the
easy campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card
applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly,
so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

LIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum
qualification Red Cross Senior
Life Saving Certificate. One
season experience as working
lifeguard. Housing in Greenwich, CT, if necessary. Call
203-531-7480 for interview.

Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $300 round trip plus
tax. Europe $179 one way plus
tax. Other world wide destinations cheap. Book tickets
online www.airtech.com or
(212)219-7000.

You don't have to sell knives to
make money in college. Start/
own your own international
telecommunications company
for minimal investment. Serious/business minded students
only! Call (203) 565-0714 or
visit collegestudentsexcel.com

YOUR AD CAN APPEAR HERE! Call George at 256-6594 for the latest
rates. Reach thousands with a Mirror classified ad!

Considering Law
Get the inside scoop on admissions,
trends & timelines, and learn about the LSAT.
Come to a Law School Admissions & LSAT Strategy Seminar
at the Stamford Kaplan Center (189 Bedford Street. Lower Level)
on Tuesday, March 26th at 6pm.
To register for this event, call or visit us online today!

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan

Serving Farfield.
parts of Westport &
parts of Bridgeport
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Call Us!

Now Accepting!

1580 Post Road
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Deep Dish Extra

L>mited Time Offer ^

FREE EXAM
Designer Wowens
Nine West, Candies
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Nicole Miller, Fendi,
Natutica, Nike
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Your choice of free cinnastix, cheesy bread,
or twisty bread with every large pizza!
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COME TO FURZE & ACKLEY AND TRY
OUR $99 COMPLETE EYEWEAR SPECIAL!

DR. JACQUES MAY, O.D.
CONTACTS
• Disposables in Stock
• Colors in Stock to Try
• Wild Eyes in Stock to Try

Polo,
Nautica,
Nike, B & L,
Serengeti,

free in-front-of-store parking

4270 Main St, Bridgeport • 372-4569
(1 mile south of Trumbull Shopping Park)
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JVlaixia don't preach
Should women be allowed to join the Catholic preisthood?
BY JEN MALCOM

From theology schools to coffee
shops, an increasing amount of Catholics are becoming skeptical of the base
on which the church is built - the allmale, celibate priesthood.
Parishioners are now demanding
open dialogue and debate about a theory
that Pope John Paul II has said is closed
for discussion. Church leaders don't

in the future" Peter Delacrez, '03.
The official Catholic newspaper of
the Archdiocese of Boston printed an
editorial on Friday saying that the Catholic Church must now deal with questions
and lead studies about whether the celibate, unmarried, all-male priesthood
should be continued.
The editorial pushed for church
leaders to study whether the celibacy
rules had any connection to the sexual
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What's the difference between these churches? (answer on the next
expect any changes any time soon. But
the practical effects of the scandal are
evident. See story on the scandal.
"If they don't remove the celibacy
vow or allow women to join, there is
going to be a severe shortage of priests

re)

abuse of minors. While dissenting
Catholic thinkers have long questioned
the Vatican's observance of celibacy and
its refusal to ordain women, the latest
call for a discussion of change was coming from the church newspaper pub-

lished by Cardinal Law.
"The paper wasn't
advocating
these
changes; it just printed
the editorial which reported what went on in
the listening sessions
with the cardinal," said
Paul E. Carrier, S.J., director of campus ministry.
"I think the printing of the editorial was
a major step, it's about
time. I hope they do
have studies and do let
women into the priesthood. Jesus was sent
for everyone not just
males," said Marisa Answer: Women preach in this one.
Muzic, '03.
"I think that women should be al- wrote, "The Unhealed Wound: The
lowed into priesthood. A woman should Church and Human Sexuality."
"The church uses sexuality to conbe allowed to be as close to God as
trol people in a punitive atmosphere. If
priests are," said Lauren Blanchette.
"These questions have taken on a flesh is evil, you cannot teach celibacy
deeper intensity in more Catholic minds in a healthy way," Kennedy said.
Other people feel that it is best left
than prior to these sexual scandals,"
Msgr. Peter V. Conley, the paper's ex- as is. "As my high school religion
ecutive editor, wrote. "Even if our teacher always said, the priesthood is a
present woes in the archdiocese were vocation in which your life is devoted
suddenly to disappear, these questions to living in the image of Jesus. If celihave taken on an urgency and will not bacy is disbanded, it is making exceptions to our liking and not truly followslip quietly away."
Some people point out that sexual ing the vocation," said Gabrielle Roazzi,
abuse in the church is a result of deep- '04, "As for women, there is obviously
seated imperfections in Catholicism. a reason why Jesus did not take them as
"The division of body and soul is a mis- apostles and subsequently priests. It is
taken model," said Eugene Kennedy, a not that they are less equal, but rather
psychologist and former priest, who play a different role."
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ZzY^LEARN
the perfect summertime attitude

LOW
PRICES
FOR FAIRFIELD STUDENTS
OUR PRICE

Short Sleeve
Polo Shirt
Khakis
Ralph Pant Khakis
Dress Shirt
Blue Blazers
100% Cotton Short
Cotton Polo Knits
Joe Boxers
Basic Joe Boxer
Brief & T-Shirts

RETAIL PRICE

$29.99
$29.99
$24.99
$24.99
$34.99
$34.99
$12.00
$12.00
$139 & up $175 & up
$14.99
$14.99
$19.99
$19.99
$9.99
$9.99

Summer Session I begins June 1,2002
Summer Session II begins July IS, 2002

Learn

Live

Don't Jtisl hit ihr beach. I til the books ihis
slimmer and you II he on your way to an
easier fall semester, an early graduation,
or a head start on yostr graduate
decree! Enroll in one or both of Pace.
l.'iuvrniilv's summer sessions. I.'ndergraduate courses are available in the
Arts. Business, Computer Science,
Education, Information Systems. Liberal
Arts. Nursing and Sciences. Graduate
courses are available in Business.
Computer Science. Counseling,
Education, Environmental Science,
Information Systems, Nursing. Public
Administration, Psychology, Publishing
and Telccommtinit ations. And four-,
six-, right- and twclviMvrek sessions
allow for plenty of summertime living.
R_
__^ __ Visit wwwpace.edu
J\ I
^v to view class
r-W-.-L-f schedule.
VH ITEBflTT

Summer session students enrolled
in at least <i credits may live on either
the New York City (down town) or
1'le.isantvtlle campuses for only $.Sf> a
Week. .Amazing when vou consider all
1 hat von II lie elose to... the South ■
Street Seaport, Greenwich Village. Lit tie
Italy, Chinatown and (initial Park. Not
the city type? Then consider our
Plcasanlville campus, where you'll find
swimming, jogging, anil tennis facilities.

Please send me a Pace Summer 2002 class schedule!
Name:

$14.99

$14.99

Register
Don't procrastinate! Spaces are lilting
up quickly. Regisler today in order to
make the most of your summer. For
more information, return the attached
coupon liy lax or mail, or call l-£0(i-874PACE, ext. 3366, visit us at wwwvpacc.edu
ore-mail infoctrWpacr.edu (include
ext. S.1ti6 in your e-mail).

KS# (optional): __

College currently attending:
Home address:
riiy/.qi.iw/jpHome plume:

K-tuail _iWln«.

Area of intricsi:

696 West Avenue, Norwalk, CT 06850
Hours: Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00 Sun 12:00-5:00

(203) 857-4584

W« Hi lirsli 1 Ple.is.tnlwlle t _I1|M»
WVsu lirsiei' While Plains Campus

Location:

'_ New York CalyDiMwinmn (_in|H«
G New York Ci«v Midluwn Campus
P I'ltdergrarluaM- Programs
□ lit-duair Piogi.uns
I .mi iinet rsird in living on campus.
Mail ifupoti fee ftxr I'mmity. Adxauim Infirmatimi Cmtn.
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Is paying full price for
concert tickets Ludacris?
CONTINUED FROM P.

Despite these problems, FUSA is
still planning on having a spring concert
during this spring's May Day festivities.
Student government officials are looking into having a concert the Friday night
before April 27, when the Dogwoods
dance will be held.
"The situation with Friday night is
that we have looked into doing a concert," Hennessey said. 'The problem is
that there are no bands that will draw a
crowd within our price range."
No definite plans have been made
yet, according to Hennessey, but she
added that students would have other
things to look forward to this spring despite the lack of a big name band.
"Dogwoods will be off campus for
the first time this year and it will be a
dinner dance cruise," she said. "There
will be a cash bar (on the boat)."
The cost of moving Dogwoods off
campus and onto a ship was minimal,
according to Hennessey, with the total
price running only "a couple hundred
over."
Normally, FUSA and other student
organizations work together to establish
the programming for May Day. However, this year the festivities will be a
collaboration between FUSA and the
Inter-Residence Hall Government.
"Typically, FUSA and a number of
various organizations work together to
program on May Day but that is not going to be the case this year. IRHG has
decided to make it their day with us running Dogwoods that night," Hennessey
said.

1

show.
'They have not given us any tickets," Hennessey said. "Their follow
through has been pretty bad."
Unfortunately for FUSA, these
slow movements might be the result of
staff changes within Sacred Heart's student government.
'The deal with Sacred Heart is kind
of interesting," Hennessey said. "The
person that we dealt with for 112 resigned from their programming board
due to a conflict. We are waiting to hear
from them how much they are going to
discount us on their concert tickets."
That discount will probably be
nothing, according to Tenequa Wright,
Sacred Heart University's concert chair.
Wright said she has only been "briefly
told about" the agreement in the past to
give Fairfield students a discount and
when asked if there were any plans for
a discount to be offered, Wright said,
"No, not now."
Sarah Steinnecker, Sacred Heart's
vice president of the student events team,
echoed Wright's position.
"We haven't discussed it (a discount) yet. Normally, we leave it at $28
for the general public and other college
students," Steinnecker said.
However, despite not having the
partnership in writing, Hennessey is
hopeful that FUSA's good relationship
with Sacred Heart's student body president could lead to an agreement.

MEDIA
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We have the
LARGEST DVD RENTAL SELECTION IN TOWN!

Students: Bernard story 'disappointing'
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Barone, Jeremiah Jefferson, Don
Milligan and Mike Corello) have signed
the below statement in support of their
head coach and defensive coordinator.
"As members of the Fairfield University football team and the class of '02,
we have traveled to and from away competitions with head coach Joe Bernard
since '98 and have never seen nor heard
of him drinking alcoholic beverages on
our bus trips. As the defensive coordinator and head coach of the university's
football team, we have witnessed head
coach Bernard conduct himself and the
team in the most professional manner
possible. As members of the Fairfield
University defensive unit we have all
signed in support of coach Joseph Bernard."
Most Fairfield students believe
some form of investigation needs to be
taken to determine the validity of the
accusation with appropriate action to
follow.
"I think they should determine if the
students' remarks are true, and from
there, along with the DUI charge, decide
whether his past actions hindered his
ability to do his job enough to fire him,"
said Emily Mis '05.
Frank Marx '04 said, "Action
should be taken of a disciplinary nature,

but I do not believe the actions should
cost him his position since it was his first
known offense."
Kim Santora '03, agrees that Bernard should not be terminated as
Fairfield's coach. "I don't think he
should be fired," Santora said. "I think
the whole story is very disappointing.
His actions didn't just affect himself—
they were a reflection of the entire team
and the university as well."
Tom Hansbury '04, who is a member of Fairfield's swim team, says that if
an athlete was found drinking on a road
trip that player would immediately face
a punishment and the same should hold
true for a coach.
"If we aren't permitted to drink, then
the coaches aren't either," Hansbury
said. "If the accusation is true, I can't
see how a coach can enforce such a rule
if they are drinking themselves."
Joe Roberts, a member of the senior
defensive unit in support of the coach,
says that Bernard's DUI was an unfortunate incident and its time to move forward.
"Coach has been honest with his
players," Roberts said. "The team has
accepted that everyone makes mistakes—and coach's DUI was a mistake.
I don't think this incident will have any
affect on Coach Bernard's ability to
coach this team next year."

BAR 11 SATURDAYS
WOMEN ALWAYS IN FREE
(why would you go anywhere else?)
BAR

11 Washington St, South Norwalk

11

i
across from sono post office i
i one block away from train station J
www.scnobar11.com sonobar11@aol.com

Friendly & knowledgeable staff who know movies.
•*W!*PMMNj|N#H4K*4U*.

Syracuse Unive
NOW SHOWING:
• Training Day
• Donnie Darko
• Riding in Cars
with Boys

student discounts available!
Show a valid university ID and get one free catalog
rental (VHS or DVD) when you rent a new release.
$1 credit when "red dot" movies returned next day.

r

i

1 FREE CATALOG
MOVIE RENTAL

i

]

(excludes games and new releases) i

L

Can't combine with other offers.
Limit 1 offer per membership.
Expires March 31.2002.
«

|

255-8643
1596 Post Rd.
Fairfield

Next to Mike's Pizza

Strasbo
France
Apply by April 1
to Study Abroad in Fall
• Internships at the Council of
Europe
• Certificate in Contemporary
European Affairs
• Generous scholarships and grants

1-800-235-3472
http://suabroad.syr. edu
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And
Arthur Andersen was indicted after
missing a March 13 deadline to plead
guilty for its part in the Enron scandal.
So far, embattled Fairfield alumnus Joseph Berardino's firm has been charged
with obstruction of justice.
Andersen's grand jury indictment,
stemming from the government's investigation of energy giant Enron's collapse
in December, illustrates the firm's efforts
to shred Enron related records in four of
the firm's cities: Houston, Chicago, London and Portland,.OR.
"Obstruction of justice is a grave
matter, and one that this department takes
very seriously," said Larry D. Thompson, deputy district attorney, to the New
York Times. "Arthur Andersen is charged
with a crime that attacks the justice system itself by impeding investigators and
regulators from getting at the truth."
This indictment is the first criminal
charge ever brought against a major accounting firm, as well as the first criminal charge stemming from the Enron col-

lapse. Andersen, one of the Big Five accounting firms, concedes that documents
were destroyed but will contest the
charge, denying that a crime was cornPhoto: www.google.com

Joseph Berardino.
mitted.
The firm released a statement saying, "a criminal prosecution against the
entire firm for obstruction of justice is

both factually and legally baseless."
They also commented that the
government's central allegation was
"false and wholly unsupported by the
facts," and that the indictment was
"riddled with factual and legal errors."
Andersen claims in their statement
that there is no evidence that the firm's
management in Chicago directed the
destruction of documents in the Houston office. Lawyers for the accounting
firm are attacking the accuracy of the
indictment and compelling prosecutors
to identify which partners acted with the
criminal intent that is necessary to indict the entire firm.
The New York Times additionally
reports that if Andersen, with approximately 85,000 employees, is convicted
or pleads guilty, the firm will be barred
from practicing before the Securities and
Exchange Commission (S.E.C.) which
governs such accounting firms. This is
the main reason why many partners
would rather fight the Justice Department.

naked warmth
Polartec® Regulator™ Insulation
Finally, insulation that won't weigh you down,
melt you down or blow the zippers off your pack.
Regulator insulation is lighter, warmer and
more compressible than fleece.
Travel warm, dry, light and fast.
Available in men's and women's styles.
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917 Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06430
203-255-2896

patagonia

Aim

Polartec' is a registered trademark of Maiden Mills. Inc.
Regulator1"and R2™ are trademarks of Patagonia, Inc.
0 Patagonia. Inc. 2000
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Suffering from Severe PMS?
Do you get tense, irritable, angry, sad, and/or moody
the week before your period?
Do you have regular menstrual periods?
If you answered YES to these questions,
You may have Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder (PMDD) and you may
qualify for a research study.
You will be compensated for your time and travel.
If you are interested in participating in a 6 month research program,
please call :

Toll free—1-866-600-6663
Yale University School of Medicine
Locations in Westport and New Haven
An e qua I opportunity institute n
HIC #12243
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get
older,
according
to
truthaboutcredit.org.
"Credit cards are so easy for college
students to get," said Dora DeNardo, '04.
"The other day a telemarketer called my
roorrt ancftried to make irsoundlike she
had this great opportunity for me. It was
just another credit card." •
Credit companies have moved on
campus to lure students into obtaining
cards. Their aggressive marketing combined with students' lack of financial
experience leads many into serious debt.
Two state lawmakers have proposed
bill SB424, which strives to reduce credit
card marketing to college students.
Among the restrictions are requiring parental approval in students! applications
and mandatory debt education. Arkansas and Louisiana have similar laws.
"In high school I was never allowed
a credit card, but once I found out I didn't
need a parental signature, I applied for
three cards and got them all," said a
freshman that wished not to be identified. "I would just keep charging things
and forgetting about it, but at the end of
the month I couldn't pay the bills. I just
paid the minimums and my balance kept
escalating. I got into serious debt and
serious trouble when my parents found
out."
But this student is not alone. Half
of all college students with credit cards
don't pay their balances in full each
month, according tojumpstart.org. Student debt has grown dramatically
through the late 1990s.
In 2000, 78 percent of college students with loans from Nellie Mae, the
federally backed student loan agency,
had a credit card, up from 67 percent in
1998. The average debt load is $2,748
versus $1,879 in 1998, according to
Nellie Mae.
Other students learn from the mistakes of their classmates and choose not
to get stuck in the credit card trap.
"I don't bother with credit cards, I
think it's too much of a hassle. You're
going to have to pay for your purchases
eventually, why not do it up front, then
you don't have to worry about it later,"
said Michele Fields, '04.
"I just have one credit card that I
use for online purchases, usually when I
go out I just use cash, it's easier," said
Chris Karch, '04.

Tips to handle
credit wisely
1. Credit is a loan—real money you
must repay. It's not like a stag
card.
2. Decide what you are going to use
the card for and set spending
limits.
3. Find cards with the best rates and
limit the number you have.
4. Read the fine print-that low A.P.R.
isn't forever.
5. Pay your total balance each
month and dpay on time. Paying off a $1,000 debt on an 18
percent card by just sending in
the minimum each month
would take more than 12 years
to repay.

All students (all majors, all years) interested
in communication careers are invited to:

ii

Communication Career Night

tf

Thurs. March 21, 5:45 - 8:00 PM
BCC Lobby

Meet Fairfield Alumni/ae working in many areas of
communication and media industries. Hear first
hand from them about how they decided on their
career, the various jobs they have held in the
industry and tips to get started in the job search
process.
Here's just a few alumni/ae who will be attending:
Jim Cesiro '74, WALK 97.5
Melissa Dinger Gibbons '92, William H. Sadlier, Inc
Christina Hennessey '92, Westport News
Brian Keegan '94, National Basketball Association
Stacy Orlick '93, Penton Media
Robert Laska '69, Connecticut Post
Curt Rossell, General Electric
Chris Sachs '79, National Geographic
Allison West '96, D'Arcy Advertising
All students (all majors, all years) interested in
communication careers are welcome!
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The fun is over
Afew, smaller location has game room fans wanting more
BY LAURA PFEEFER

Hey, did you hear that the Oak
Room was supposed to be the Game
Room?
If you did, you just fell victim to
pointless Fairfield Community gossip.
Despite the rampant rumors about and
indignant cries of "Where's the game
room?" be assured that you've already
seen it. You know the area with the two
pool tables by the diner that you hit head
on when you enter Barone Campus
Center on the main floor? Well kids,
that's it.
According to the original plans
sketched by Boston-based architectural
firm Perry, Dean, and Rodgers, there
was never to be an enclosed game room
per se.
James Fitzpatrick, assistant vice
president of Student Services felt that
the whole point of the campus center
was to be an open space where students
would be able to interact with one
another.
"What's the point of an enclosed
area if the whole concept was an open

area meeting place?" asked Fitzpatrick.
"Right now, the game area is centrally
located."
As of the present time, there are a
mere two pool tables, but fear not.

Fitzpatrick has assured that there will be
more games within the next academic
year. How about foosball or table soccer?
Do arcade games spark an interest with
anyone?

After assessing the current
popularity of the pool tables and the
student interest in garnering a larger
entertainment area, the administration
will then look at the budget and see what
games are feasible and how many. Even
Fitzpatrick wants to get in on the fun.
"If it was up to me, I would love to
put up a ping-pong table."
But is this "game area" a
satisfactory alternative to the much
coveted and traditional "game room?"
"What game room?" asked Jeff
Gomulinski, '05. "I feel that there
should be a larger area with more stuff
to offer the students, like an arcade and
foosball, maybe even a TV lounge."
Enrique Iturralde, '0,5, agrees.
"Pool's fine or whatever, but there are
only two tables. I thought there would
be more to do after they took so long
with building the campus center."
Students will have to what until next
September to find out the fate of the
long-awaited game room. Until then,
look out for another pool table
tentatively scheduled to arrive by the end
of the semester.

Date rape awareness
Important tips on preventing a dangerous situation
BY CHRISTINE CALLAGHAN

It is a Friday night. You are on a
date with the guy you have been seeing.
He takes you to the movies and then out
for a romantic dinner. As he is walking
you back to your dorm room, you are
thinking that you don't want the night
to end.
Your roommate has gone home for
the weekend, so you ask him to come
in for a few minutes. You and your date
start to kiss and you think maybe you
have met "the one."
Suddenly, he starts putting his
hands where you don't want them. You
push him away several times, but he is
persistent and wants to go further. Your
heart starts beating faster when you
realize he's not going to stop until he
gets what he wants.
The man who raped you is not a
stranger who jumped out of the bushes
and kidnapped you while you were
walking down a dark alley late at night.
He is not the guy you saw on
"America's Most Wanted."
He is a student at your college. He
lives in the residence hall next door. He
is in two of your classes and you have
been out with him several times.

Date rape is becoming more and
more common on college campuses.
The University of South Florida
conducted a nationwide study on college
campuses, which revealed that one in
eight college women have been victims
of rape. Forty-seven percent of the rapes
were by first or casual dates or by
romantic acquaintances.
Women who are victims of rape are
not likely to report the rapist because
they refuse to believe that rape actually
happened. Nearly 1/3 of the women
surveyed did not discuss the rape with
anyone, and over 90 percent of the
victims didn't report the incident to the
police.
Many of these rapes would not have
occurred if it weren't for the existence
of the date rape drug, gamma
hydroxybutrate, as well as the drug
Ecstasy, which is popular at clubs and
raves. Gamma hydroxybutrate, which
resembles clear liquid water and is often
frozen into ice cubes, can be prepared at
home.
The drug can be easily slipped into
women's drinks and since the drug
impairs the memory, often women don't
remember what happened to them after
the incident.

If you are a woman, it is your
obligation to make your partner aware of
your views on sex. Make sure he knows
where the limits are. Don't be influenced
into doing anything that makes you feel
uncomfortable.
Do not leave your drink unattended
at a party or accept a drink from someone
you do not know well. If your drink tastes
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One in eight college women
have been victims ofrape. 47
percent of the rapes were by
first or casual dates or by
romantic acquaintances.
funny, don't drink it. Trust your gut
feelings; if a guy makes you feel nervous
or uneasy, don't put yourself in a situation
where you'll be alone with him.
If you are a man, never force yourself
on a woman, even if she gives uncertain
messages about wanting to have sex.
Unless she makes it clear that sex is what
she wants, you should assume her answer
is no. Make sure alcohol or drugs do not
influence your behavior.
Many colleges are attempting to

control the problemby arranging
programs to make students aware of the
potential of rape on college campuses.
Fairfield makes an admirable effort to
acquaint students with the possibilities
of rape and give them many different
options to get help.
Katie Koestner gives a lecture for
all freshmen in the fall for the first
experience program. The goal of this
program is to increase the awareness of
acquaintance rape as well as stranger
rape for men and women on campus.
Koestner gave a motivational
speech about her personal experience
with date rape when she was a college
student. It has been over a year since I
have heard Koestner's speech, but many
of her words are still fresh in my mind
because they were so powerful.
Any student who wishes to report
or ask questions about sexual assault
can speak to a counselor 24/7 at SMAR T
(Sexual Misconduct and Abuse
Response Team). The confidential
number for SMART is 254-4045. A
SMART counselor can also be reached
by dialing Counseling Services (x2146)
or Security (x4090). A counselor can
meet with a student and answer any
questions in confidence.
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FRANKLY
peaking
BY EDITOR IN CHIEF
It's been almost two months since
the Houston Astros bought out the
naming rights to their home ballpark,
bringing the era of Enron Field to a
largely forgettable end.
However, the name of Enron's
former auditor still proudly shines in
gold lettering on the doorway of the
Andersen Interactive Classroom.
For better or worse, the two
companies — or at least their reputations
— shall be linked to each other for the
foreseeable future because of what may
very well be remembered as the most
sever business scandal in American
history. But Houston's Major League
Baseball franchise has had the sense to
disassociate itself with the country's two
most unpopular corporate entities while
Fairfield University has shown no sign
of doing so, assuming that there still is
an Arthur Andersen by the time The
Mirror gets to press.

FRANK WASHKUCH
Read your favorite newspaper or
take a look at any of thousands of
websites and it's hard not to be exposed
to some sort of disparaging report about
what was once the most respected
accounting firm in the country. Whether
it's a federal indictment for obstruction
of justice, Enron document shredding
overseen by company executives or the
payment of the second-largest litigation
settlement ever by an accounting firm,
the bad news-is everywhere and it's not
hard to find.
If you've turned on CNN or CSPAN
in the past few months, you've probably
seen clips of fired Andersen accountant
David Duncan invoking the Fifth
Amendment after a Pennsylvania
congressman made the statement that
Andersen "drove the getaway car"
enabling thousands of Enron workers to
be robbed of their pensions. If not, you
may have seen Andersen's chief
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DISHING:it Out
BY RITA VERDIRAME
Where do you go for really good
food and inexpensive drinks? Is there
even such a place? Well, there happens
to be a place not even five minutes from
the university, called the Bear & Grill.
Not only is this restaurant a casual
one to go to on weeknights, but on the
weekends, it's a great escape from many
of those over-packed bars everyone
usually flocks to.
First of all, the food is really tasty.
The menu consists of appetizers, salads,
burgers, sandwiches, pizzas, dinners and
desserts.
If you're sitting at the bar and just
want something to pick on, I'd
recommend the Cabin Creek Spuds. The
dish consists of crispy French fries

topped with bacon and melted cheeses...
it's yummy. Another treat that's great to
snack on while sitting at the bar is the
Hot and Sassy Chicken Tenders - they
definitely live up to their name. They're
served spicy, with a side of bleu cheese
dressing.
Whenever I go there for dinner, I
can't help but order the Sagamore Salad
(a Bear & Grill signature specialty). It's
a large salad topped with dried
cranberries, walnuts, Gorgonzola cheese
and sliced apples.
Not in the mood for salad? They
also have a nice grilled chicken wrap
sandwich that's generously sized and
served with fries.
This is a real casual place to go and

The Mirror and KKT Campus Present.

This Week'w^ cr*r\
BY LASHA SENIUK
Aries (March 21-April 20). Home
relations and family decisions may
require special consideration. Watch for
friends and lovers to ask probing
questions. Expect your answers to be
thoroughly scrutinized. At present, loved
ones may need a clarification of motives.
Improved business or money
communications will lead to new
confidence and better team relations.
Taurus (April 21-May 20). Romantic
communications will intensify before.
Watch for recently moody or distant
loved ones to express strong passions
and concrete proposals. Private romantic
triangles will be brought into public
view. Remain cautious and respond
honestly to all requests. An unusual or
politically motivated social invitation
may cause controversy.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Romantic
partners and long-term friends may
request more attention than usual. Many
Geminis will experience a deepening of
love relationships and the arrival of
exciting social outlets. Expect the
overtures of potential lovers to be almost

irresistible. Romance will flourish.
Rekindled love, fast promises and
powerful sensuality are accented.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Short-term
friends may be extremely moody. Watch
for a new acquaintance or colleague to
publicly challenge the ideas of others.
Key issues may involve recent romantic
attractions or rare social triangles. Others
will now make quick assumptions based
on their own needs. New projects and
unusual team assignments will soon
bring significant advancement.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Loved ones may
be irritable. Expect difficult contracts,
workplace disputes or past romantic
attractions to now bring controversy. A
close friend or lover may soon ask for
clarification of long-term plans, daily
work obligations and romantic history.
Remain patient. Although tempers are
high, social harmony will soon emerge.
New short-term goals and a revised
budget may trigger heated discussions.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). An unusual
social triangle or subtle disagreement
between friends may create ongoing

Maybe Phillip Morris can
sponsor the Rec Plex
executive being told that "Your ship is
going to go down and you're going to
be lashed to the mast unless you give us
some answers" during testimony in the
House Chamber.
The fact is that the Andersen name
gleaming atop what may be Fairfield's
best-looking classroom is no longer a
moral dilemma or question of
fundraising and business ethics. It has
become a calamitous embarrassment to
any member of the university
community who has any sort of belief
that Fairfield should not operate in a
"business as usual" manner.
Sure, Andersen has not been
convicted of or sanctioned for a crime
to this point, not one major financialservices firm has survived an indictment
in over 200 years, according to The Wall
Street Journal. But what is a young
finance or accounting major to think a
few years from now if Andersen is

proven by a federal court to be the
Bonnie to Enron's Clyde?
One has to wonder, what would
keep Fairfield out of a potentially
entangling relationship with a potentially
controversial company such as
Andersen? And what would be the most
painless way out of such a relationship
be once a generous organization is found
to have fallen from its ideals? Should
Fairfield have the audacity, and the
integrity, to reject contributions from
such companies? In a word, yes.
At this university, students are
required to take numerous classes on
religion and ethics in the hope that we'll
leave here with more analytical
consciences and greater appreciation for
human dignity in the Jesuit tradition.
Maybe it wouldn't be so bad if the names
we put in places of prominence^did the
same.

This week: Bear & Grill
eat. The inside is dimly lit and there is a
fireplace in the dining area, a pool table
next to the bar (so you can watch all the
drunk people trying to play), and
televisions, so you never have to miss a
sports game. On the weekends, they
have live music perform near the bar.
There are many aspects that make
this restaurant a place to enjoy. Besides
its convenient location, they have
parking lots both in front and in back of
the restaurant, so you don't have to worry
about parking a million miles away.
I rarely see any Fairfield University

people in there, so if you're really not in
the mood to deal with everyone and their
mother, this is the place for you. Because
of the laid-back atmosphere, there's no
need to get all decked out either. Drinks
are inexpensive, compared to many of
the bars in the area, so you're not going
to leave there with an empty wallet.
You can go there to eat no matter
what your age, but they do card you on
weekend nights so make sure you're of
age—or have a really good ID! There is
a $3 cover charge to get into the bar on
weekend nights.

Bear & Grill
2000 Black Rock Turnpike
(203)333-1522
tensions. Key issues involve canceled
plans, changed social priorities or the
introduction of new friendships. Give
friends and loved ones extra time to sort
out their feelings. At present, self-doubt
may be high. New information will soon
be forthcoming; remain cautious.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Home
finances are a concern. Expect family
decisions to enter a phase of confusion
or open debate. Some Librans may now
wish to expand their romantic life, family
responsibilities or home relationships.
Expect delays and mild disagreements.
New family or romantic growth will
eventually bring positive rewards.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). A unique
workplace introduction may lead to
romance or an exciting social invitation.
Although practical duties may have
recently felt sluggish or uneventful, a
refreshing attraction will soon provide
distraction. Enjoy new flirtations but
refuse to ignore key duties.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Physical
attraction and public confidence may
soon draw a rare romantic flirtation into
your social circle. Be prepared to deal
with the emotional needs, desires or
observations of a new friend or potential
lover. Bold expression and intriguing
sensuality are accented.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Recent

social or romantic power struggles will
now quickly fade. Many Capricoms will
resolve ongoing differences with loved
ones. Key issues may involve past
romantic history, family obligations or
unusual public behavior. All now begins
to fit neatly into place. Remain patient
and wait for loved ones to ask for
acceptance and advice.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). Business
decisions are tricky. Expect colleagues
and officials to strongly disagree on
appropriate actions. Revised methods
will be introduced. A social promise may
also be misleading. Expect cancellations,
delays and vague excuses.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). A lover or
long-term friend may demand detailed
explanations or ask embarrassing
questions. React with graceful
diplomacy. Private doubt and selfcriticism may have existed. Withheld
emotions, social mistakes or past family
expectations are deeply felt.
If your birthday is this week... home
relations may change over the next nine
weeks. Living arrangements, property
agreements and shared financial
proposals will need to be evaluated.
Areas of concern may involve past debts,
social history or the daily habits of loved
ones. Watch for a powerful wave of
creativity and romance. Settle long-term
romantic issues.
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Cheers <B! tint:
Send in your Cheers
Boos to the Mirror toda^

to Rac.to Caroline at the OL...to
smoking weed in the streets without
cops harasssing...to late nights...to
Varsity Blues and the Mighty Ducks,
holla...to Marty, the 1 man party...to
USA winning 34 medals...to all day
parties on the point on Sat...to the naut
at the Spitting Distance...to future
cookouts with the Undertow...to donuts
at Franklin's Tower...to Peterson
getting @$S in the minivan...to gankin'
booze from Al's...to the kid who let me
borrow his jacket at the naut while I
won at ruit...to Chuck, you rock...to
Porchy, gotta love those beads...to Tina
stealing Fox's bev...to the Blue Tooth
and the High Tide...to karaoke-ing at
Al's...to the Exit naut...to ultra randoms
professing their love...to Steve-o the
Dell guy, marry me...to D.L. drive-bys
in the Boo...to I wanna make you
holla...to Noel...to Stewart...to Russ'
22nd...to Toolin's articles...to junior
boys, please hook up with senior girls
because we aren't getting any...to the
Crackhouse, I love you girls...to friends
who pick you up on their bike at
midnight...to the Men's Club
Volleyball team for defending their
home court...to teeah...to birthday
suits...to I told resolve that I Klunked
it...to Monday night stalking
expedition...to sleepovers and triple
spooning...to dirt...to your phone
calling home...to les' potatoes...to
drunken papers...to staying in but your
@$$ going out...to Kate's fight...to the
red recruit...to the polar bear swim a
month ago...to 7-11 5.am drive...to
being in the nooks and crannies...to
moi frommage, tu frommage...to if I
wasn't 21, would I have this on my
arm?...to the hours between 2 and 6
am...to "I'm staying out all night long
likeJLionel Richie"...to Tita...to putting
your finger up if you remember your
first time...to karaoke at the
Backdoor...to Justin and the
engagement ring that he just bought for
his special friend at the stable...to Jo
Jo and MC getting wasted...to hammer
coming out this weekend and getting
belligerent...to "Jimmy cracked corn
and I don't care!"...to Megan and "I
Lohve it! I lohve it! I lohve it!"-you
do it best, Meg...to the paper pickle—so popular...to "is this made of
poly..."...to mmaaammL.to the end of
"Christine's utterly hellish" week...to
Rita for turning 19, get ready to
celebrate hum..to Karen...to Kerri's
21st...to EJ's 21st...to a summer in
Florence...to my best friend who is
living it up for me while I am
abroad...to the cruise of sin...to
housemates who feed fish...to
champagne in the luggage...to Jim,
Gina and Ed making a festival out of
Carnival...to Albany...to senior car
bombs...to the best cheerleaders in the
MAAC, I'll miss you guys...to the big
house...to Jeremiah, our body
guard...to Lauren, thanks for being
there for me during spring break...to

the doublemint twins...to Pasta...to Gore
Mountain...to the Overlook and its
requisite hotties...to the hotties at Pier
7...to my grandfather, may he rest in
peace, I love you...to mission: pompanc
beach...to the quarter-deck and free
drinks all night long...to E-Z tan...tc
Ramiro, David, George, Jose, Kerr>
Pablo, the bloods, Brian...to Miami...tc
exhibit A: sand in the toilet...to jerks...tc
a great spring break...to Magda...tc
Raul...to the fling kings...to Gaetano
the Lovely Lone...to Monica
Lewinsky...to Piag can sit on my lap...tc
bologna, who let the dogs out?...to Nick
& "the guys" from the Princess...tc
nothing leaves the ship...to the disco
the 80s escalator...to South Padre
Island...to the Crackhouse naut...to the
Crow's Nest...to the Doghouse...to Cathy
for taking charge...to bar hopping in the
Dallas airport...to Texas Tim.. .to hockej
players from Indiana...to tita...tc
SouthPadreLive.com...to taking it to the
house on Spring Break...to Texas
accents...to going from 4 to 3, hel
yeah...to "underneath your clothes"...tc
Craig, 7 days...to that little blonde hottie
that works in the DSOB, hurt me...tc
flashing your boobs on Burbon St...tc
tequila in your dos equis...to the girl whc
flashed with a dress on...to walking
buddies (we're such sexy b*tches)...tc
breaking all of Mrs. A's rules...to wall
thru at Wendy's...to Club SurfFace, Tanja
& Deep...to Marchelo, Carlos, Pablc
Rasheed, Al, Charles, etc...to Jorge fror
Tanja for hooking us up...to hot tut
confessions...to Katie in San Diego...tc
@$$ at the Boom Boom...to Jupiter
Johnathan's Landing...to WPB, anc
Miami...to "Ball TM," you never knov
what's gonna happen...to the game
angles...to 10, then 11 happy campers...tc
Tutti's and Ricardo...to Port St. Lucie
Spring Training...to all of Fairfield being
in Florida...to Wachovia...to Goodwil
shirts...to Taco Bell everyday...tc
euchre...to parachute man...to hottie
Brazilian & Cuban dancers...to $2(
cartons...to 20 year old hotties...to South
Padre (50 degrees) & South Beach (8C
degrees)...to M getting 14...to the triple
kiss...to the Jah-Coozi getting up tc
104...to fishing off the docks...to nc
stress, no worries...to Kimmy, Maria
Allie, MTV cribs, pimpin...to the Toots
& Meters...to the cruising in the 740i...tc
March Madness...to seeing Mich
Jill...to schmem & amyd & thirst)
boriqua fun...to Rae being a trooper...tc
roon (bruff-ur-toof-day)...to at least one
day of sun...to no melee for a week...tc
bavi being broke for once...to uniting
a&b side...to town & the 9 year ok
boy...to getting a bed...to bogus RJ
McGood Times...to viv & nette, going
to the green island...to "keep it movir
buddy!"...to inspannity & foxy...to hip
hop clubs...to conch fritters, cheese
bread, rum, and coke...to Natalie...tc
hugging every NY firefighter we couk
find...to "I'm too drunk to squat"...tc
Cozumeland margarittas on the
beach...to New Orleans...to cruising ir
paradise...to karaoke in Indiana...tc
drinking and singing with the scholars
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to people who are 1 % Irish yet act like
members of the IRA on Saint Patrick's
day...to Ulster...to RUC Collusion...to
people who keep using the word "beat"
in cheers and boos...to late night diet
coke...to lobster rock...to black
pumps...to the FishbowL.to the Shangrila...to Italian engagements...to the cellu-elite...to alumni that visit every
weekend...to Dan streaking through
Archie's...to Danielle's "incidents," we
miss you girl!...to not walking down the
street to get («;SS...to Monday night
without rhythm...to the skunk...to no
toilet paper...to Turkey...to les not
sharing her potatoes...to Krines'
snoring...to a missed phone call on Sat,
raar...to Joe the thief...to boyfriends who
cheat...to not being able to go on spring
break...to being sick and not having
enough time to study for 4 tests in one
week, and then having 5 labs due the
week returning from spring break, shoot
me now! L.to housing...to Mer not being
in Florence. ..to reading a lot of German
and Russian history during the break...to
long lines at the airport...to waking up
early on vacation to go to Newark...to
automatic 15% gratuity...to Leslie eating
all the dip...to Siena, who only won
because of the home court advantage...to
the last game...to the baseball team...to
tanning in the clouds...to 21 hour car
rides...to ballsy seagulls...to S3 service
charges and 17% gratuity...to sand in
places it shouldn't be...to smelling like
Ramiro for a full 24 hours...to Pablo the
Diablo and his babies arm...to no one
hooking up with Nick...to saying "I'd
like to try," but not trying...to losers with
sea sickness wristbands...to Eric the fling
king eloping...to Ali learning the fling
king secrets...to Cait's hippo hookup...to
American Airlines...to people from
Texas...to anti-tita in South Padre...to
spring break stalkers...to Texas Tim...to
pichullL.to third world states...to people
who went to Cancun, don't rub it in our
faces, at least we don't have new
STD's...to getting wisdom teeth out...to
freshmen who think they are hot, when
all they really are is easy...to bad @SS
freshmen girls (if you think this is you,
then it is)...to a history teacher grading
my paper for its English...to guys on
Campion 3, turn down your music
jack@$$...to the RA on Campion 3,
where are you?...to almost missing the
boat in New Orleans...to hooking up, and
then puking in your hat in front of the
guy...to being attacked by birds on the
beach...to leaving Miami...to jack(«JSS
cab drivers...to Noah...to Tara Reid's
brother...to S20 drinks...to 20 hour
rides...to only 20's from the aim...to the
"Lizzi Curse" of Applebees...to
telemarketers...to the cell phone bill...to
techno clubs. ..to pushin 50 year olds...to
OB not even being there...to philly...to
paulie missing the only day of sun...to
not seeing any litehaus chicks...to juniors
with jobs...to the "name game"...to work
being due the Monday back...to NC ,
come on and raise up...to rush hour
traffic in every state...to 15 hours of
driving...to technical difficulties and
emergency landiims...to the lounge chair
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nazi, get a life...to people who send in
boos badmouthing The Mirror (are you
wondering why they didn't make it
in?)...to sloppy seconds...to being
molested by lesbians...to cheese in your
bra, bologna on your face, and pee in
your bed...to sleeping in the crack...to
running out of sides of the mattress to
flip to...to being lost in Denny's all
night long (damn food coma)...to
realizing you slept poolside in your
bathing suit when the pool guy wakes
you up in the morning...to blackout
hookups...to noise complaints by our
friends...to forgetting the rubber
sheets...to the triple S monster aka the
bag lady...to getting salami face...to not
getting past 22 in that number game
(Courtney)...to the 7 mile bridge, it's
cursed (accident, walk to nowhere,
ticket, etc)...to getting beat up for
wearing the white shamrock hat the
next day at school...to the worst
number game player ever (you already
know it's Courtney)...to drama...to
shady knocks right smooth...to solo
putting Julie on the bad friends list...to
the scent of musk getting us no
@SS...to being duped by the girls gone
wild guy twice...to worst buddy...to
whataburger...to farmers wanting to
take you home to mom...to natives
telling you they want your babies...to
almost being evicted day 2...to him
reading the Bible every night...to shrek
being a thief...to the s.p. contest being
captured on film...to the Chinese
mafia...to FE. getting no where fast...to
black
leather pants
(white
corduroys?)...to sucking at life (you
know who you are)...to peeing while
spooning in someone's bed on spring
break (still talking about you)...to
sloppiness and permanent salami face
(guess who?)...to not showering after
the fishing trip and peeing the bed (it
wasn't you, but still pretty sloppy)...to
Jimbo's sloppy bucket of bait (second
place winner in sloppiness of the week
award. And the winner is-you—S.S.S.
MONSTER)...to never taking an old
time photo...to ex's that you are over
but can't get over themselves...to being
drunk and arguing with a 3rd string
quarterback from Mass about
affirmative action...to having
permanent red evening gloves...to
doing work after spring break...to pink
pants and flowbie hairstyles...to
peeling...to the elite, at least be hot
when calling yourselves elite...to
people who talk trash in a newspaper,
get a life (IRONIC, eh?)...to midgets,
grow up to your mouth...to the
Clevelander...to Marcus...to the
"might" mobsters...to nasty, dirty
Bahamians...to sucky weather...to great
lash...to which one's Brooke...to
forgetting someone's cheers...to lots of
reading and being back from spring
break... to long days with lots of
work...to sea sickness...to Gonzaga U.
losing in the first round...to not getting
any sleep...to missing intramural b-ball
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[editorial]

Housing handles the
crunch well
Amid the usual routine of campus life, sophomores
and juniors have met in small groups, and planned the
next academic year as best they could. Thanks to the
often-mentioned size of the class of 2004, there have
been numerous "crunches" throughout the past couple
of years at the university.
This is not something that can be blamed on anyone. No one was at fault. Following their standard
procedure, the university accepted a certain number of
students and an unexpectedly high number decided to
come to Fairfield. As a result, there was the initial
"housing crunch" leaving freshmen tripled last academic year.
Then, at the beginning of this year, there were concerns that the number of ears that were going to be registered by this class would exceed the available parking spaces. There was added housing difficulty for the
class of 2005, as some of these students were also tripled
in the dorms. Now, there is yet another "housing
crunch" to be addressed.
This sizeable student population now wants to enjoy the traditional perks of Fairfield upperclassmen, a
more independent life style either on or off campus.
For those lucky enough to secure off-campus residency
on the Beach, the issue has ended there. However, longstanding university policy, which guaranteed townhouse
or apartment housing for seniors, limits the amount of
upperclassmen housing available for the incoming junior class. The solution has been the addition of one
student to each townhouse.
It is not the best of circumstances, but it is clear
that Fairfield has arrived at the best possible decision
to maximize its students' happiness with their living
condition. Many more students will be able to enjoy
the lifestyle afforded by life in a townhouse or apartment thanks to this modification of the townhouse population.
Furthermore, this policy will minimize the impact
felt by underclassmen as much possible. With fewer
juniors needing residency in the quad or the village,
there shall be more available rooms. Sure, having a
fifth or seventh person living in a townhouse will be an
inconvenience, but the positives should be far greater.

Editoria
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[ letters to the editor]

Correction: the Loyola incident
And, FUSA s making progress
As I indicated in a letter to
the student body in October, I
have been impressed over the
After reading last week's ispast year with the sound judgsue, I felt the need to respond to
ment exhibited by many
the article about the recent fire
Fairfield University students at
extinguisher incident in Loyola
the beach. I know at times you
Hall and the editorial about the
have taken on more than your
ever-popular situation at
share of blame and all
Fairfield beach.
mmm
The article
The article about the Loyola incident is too often you do not get
credit for the many good
about
the
incorrect... a student was not expelledfrom things that you do. HowLoyola incident
the University. The responsible student was ever, the reality of the
is incorrect.
While the Famgiven rather severe sanctions, but the situation simply cannot
be ignored or overily Educational
particulars are confidential.
looked. My office conRights and Pritinues to work with
vacy Act of
1974 (F.E.R.PA.) prevents me involving Fairfield beach S.B.R.A. and F.U.S.A. to deal
from disclosing disciplinary ac- raised a couple of questions with beach issues, and I think
tion taken against an individual that I want to answer. The in- the leaders of these respective
student without prior consent, I junction preventing large gath- organizations deserve more
want to report that a student was erings at Lantern Point is still credit and thanks than the edinot expelled from the University. in effect and does not have an torial expressed.
The responsible student was expiration date. Therefore,
given rather severe sanctions, large gatherings in that area
Sincerely,
Mark C. Reed
but the particulars are confiden- would violate the court order
Dean of Students
tial. While I spoke with the re- and could lead to contempt of
porter and have no reason to be- court charges. In the original
Editors note:
lieve that he would maliciously lawsuit filed last year, the landA high-ranking university
report false information, it nev- lords and the tenants were
official
had confimed the
named as defendants. I strongly
ertheless was false.
student's
expulsion as of press
In my opinion, an article discourage students from doing
about the dangerous conse- anything that could result in time last week.
The Mirror regrets the
quences of dispensing a fire ex- their names being added to the
tinguisher in an inappropriate lawsuit.
error.
manner (e.g. health and safety
effects, criminal charges, University disciplinary action, financial implications of damages and legal representation,
etc.) would have served the student community better.
The editorial about issues

To the Editor:
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Merit-pay or marketing expense:
To the Editor:
Merit pay. Tenure. Publication. Grade Inflation, (whoops!)
Student Evaluations. Is there a
theme here? A pony perhaps? So
many ill-defined issues, at the
heart of which seems to be the
question of equity for all.
The easiest to solve of these
thorny dilemmas is the relation
of publication to remuneration in
the form of merit pay. Publication by faculty represents brand
equity for Fairfield University.

It should be considered an
advertising expense, with compensation being rendered in the
form of bonuses paid by the
marketing department.
To the extent that these
professors have written noteworthy publications, their presence on campus is an endorsement of the school, the brand
known as Fairfield University.
Thus, an 'endorsement
fee' seems appropriate.
In fact, it seems the university is well-positioned to

consider branching into publishing. This would be an additional way to address equity for
the authors and for the school.
To tie publication to salary
and tenure is to minimize the
importance of what occurs in a
classroom every day. There are
many ways to share knowledge,
all equally valuable.
Sincerely,
Deborah Suozzi
Continuing Ed., '03

What do you think of Coach Bernard's D.U.I.?
Forgive and Forget
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Not sure

The editorial represents
the opinion of the majority of
The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu

H

8%

He really screwed up, something ought to be done

50%
(130 total votes)

This week: Has the Housing lottery worked well?
vote only online @ www.FairfieldMirror.com
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mentary
Veil of ignorance:
Satan banned from Florida town
BY CHAD PUCLOWSKI

A month or so ago, I took a trip to
the fine city of Montgomery, Alabama.
The reason and particulars are unimportant, but, somewhere in between target
practice with .45 caliber handguns and
a barely legal .30 caliber fully automatic
rifle, riding miles on ATV's and shinin'
deer, I got into a discussion on evolution. The individual in question was
convinced that the world was created
just as the Bible said and I, being trained
in biology, was pretty sure Darwin got
it right. I mention this only because I
really hadn't believed that the South was
as Fundamentalist Christian as I was
told. I honestly didn't think it possible,
in a society so technophilic and thus dependant upon the science which creates
such wonderful technology, that such
science could be ignored simply to support a point of faith. Fast-forward to
March 14, 2002 and an article in The
New York Times about the town of
Inglis, Florida, and the mayor's new
campaign.
The mayor, Carolyn Risher, has
banned Satan from the town limits by
mayoral proclamation. It seems that,
in this sleepy town of 1,400, the kids

were getting into trouble and getting into
drugs. Domestic abuse and child abuse
had been on the rise.
Rather than credit this to an increasingly fragmented society, promoting pure
individualism over community responsibility, and to a media industry that glorifies drug use and infidelity, or to the general decay of even the small nuclear family, she figured that it must be the work
of Satan. The proclaimation read as follows:
"Be it known from this day forward
that Satan, ruler ofdarkness, giver ofevil,
destroyer of
what is
good

nor ever
again will
be, a part q,
this town of
Inglis. Satan is
hereby declared powerless, no longer ruling over, nor influencing, our citizens. In the past, Satan has
caused division, animosity, hate, confusion, ungodly acts on our youth, and discord among our friends and loved ones.

No longer! We exercise our authority
over the devil in Jesus's name. By that
authority, and through His Blessed
Name, we command all Satanic and demonicforces to cease their activities and
depart the town of Inglis. "
This proclamation was set into posts
and put at the four comers of the city
limits. I hope Satan got the memo.
This sets a wonderful precedent.
This means that anyone who breaks the
law, or does anything morally wrong
within the town of Inglis is necessarily
consorting
with Satan.
This has
to be the
case,
simply
because
it is Satan
who is at
the root of
all problems.
There is a special
name for those who consort with Satan,
which is either witch or warlock, depending on gender. Now the North, and
indeed the rest of the Western world
pretty much gave up on witch hunts af-

Satan v. Risher

ter that little Salem debacle 'round about
1692, unless you want to count the rapidly spreading witch hunt begun recently
by Cardinal Law. As a result, much of
the traditional protocol regarding how to
deal with witches and warlocks has been
forgotten. Thus, for the mayor of Inglis,
I offer the following suggestions, so that
she can judge whether the individual is
a victim of bad judgment, or of Satan.
She is sure to need them, because invariably someone is going to break a law.
Burn them. If they don't burn, they
are protected by Satan. If they do burn,
they were innocent. Apologize to family, bury appropriately.
Drown them. Tie a millstone around
their neck and drop them in a deep pond.
If they float, they are protected by Satan. If they drown, they were innocent.
Apologize to the family, bury appropriately.
Indoctrinate them. Give them the
bible, a preacher, and some Jack Chick
tracts. Get rid of those nasty thoughts of
"science" and "free thought." If they resist, they are protected by Satan. If they
become ignorant, they are innocent.
Apologize to the family, bury appropriately

"I don't have to worry about
it since I'm doing the Ignatian
Residential College."

"We got a good number. We
got lucky this time."

- Grace Bermudez, '05

- Steve Dwyer, '04

!utitto of tht Wwte
What do you think about Housing this year?
by Amy Torchen & Virginia Meade

"I think it has
been improved,
but... I wasn't
taking a chance...
So, I'm living at
the Beach."
- Jackie Justice, '04

"We have no problem because we got a great number.
See you at the townhouses!"
- Amy Repay, '04
- Kate Demkiw-Orman, '04

"It's... an unfortunate
situation that the
sophomore and
freshman classes have
been so much larger."
- Jimmy Alhvein. '04
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To
BY GWEN NOLAN

Last Thursday was a day to relish.
People were playing frisbee in the quad,
sandals adorned most feet, it seemed like
the p"%ffect ending to a riot so perfect,
week! Having finished classes fij- the£
day, fwalked bacjfaomy ramble €am{.

in
pion abode. As I thought to myself what
a magnificent day it had been, I looked
ahead to see a grouping of five oafs outside the Campion entrance.
I watched as a skinny blonde
' walked through-the deal's only to be-ha-*
ra&sed by* these; wannabe thugs who
shQuted ager her, "Mmmm, girl you a,

Campion Hall:
Not the bastion of.enlightenment
that we all thought
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ten, oh yeah, I do that! Right on sista!" ligentboys...
Another girl walked through the
"Thank you, thank you for ruining
screen of idiots only to hear she was a a perfectly.beautiful day and making me
bit too chunky for their taste.
reseat the;admissions board for letting
Steam was probably flying out of my such/arrogant fools onto this campus.
j
fears at this point.J^Who cttg these-'don-- You boys" ffiay think I'm a five, but I am
leys thirik they were? Fivettiorons^gathr' comforted* by the fact that in ten years
J Jred like pigs -at^tfe^ trough, snorting as! fro|n now" I will be somewhere, sometheir female classmates pass them by. Its one. You, on the otheTtiand will be left
time like these I wish God had granted | behind with your sophomoric follies to
me the courage to gather'np attitude and Watth idly |s those girls whom you
sfhack those dim-wits in the face and l|t | ranked rise above you and become the
them know what I really thdught of them. • people who writs yeuf paychecks-:
Unfortunately, I was,not bold enough to
"So yes, get your laughs now, be as
let.lose on thfe flock; of hogs. Instead-^., obnoxious as you dare be, for now you
bit down on my tongue and walked ^ can get away with stupidity. Enjoy your,through the abyss.
selves, thenjn five years when you are
Oh yes, these pea-brained boys' alone, pitiful5tkd stuck sitting ina pile
ranked me too. No, I was not flattered of your own worthless thoughts, I will
by their audible rating of a "five" appar- walk by and revel in the factthat I am a
ently because I was too short and stubby "five, because I will be passingby a group
for these imbeciles. Short and stubby I of zeros."
may be, but being ranked had suddenly
So I didn't say this to your face, and
turned a sunny Fairfield afternoon into a you probably won't read this article (benauseatingly insulting experience. De- cause I doubt you're literate), but in statspite my attempt to give the evil eye to ing my disgust at your display, I finally
these morons across the cafeteria, I was will be able to sleep at night without tryunsatisfied with my inability to teach ing to contemplate the perfect comeback
these jerks a lesson.
to the crude rankings by the wannabe
So here is what I wish I had said thugs of Campion.
when I walked by this group of unintel-

photo: Bridget Smith

Is your significant other a psycho?
SHE said
HB saU
Kevin Estela
All girls have the potential to be psycho, by nature.
Girls and their demeanors are like natural disasters, in particular volcanic eruptions. When a
•&
volcano is active, it is dangerous and should be
avoided for obvious reasons. When it is dormant,
it has the potential to cause harm and it could explode at
any time raining down fire and brimstone because hell
has no fury like... (you know the saying.) A guy should
avoid a catastrophic event like a psycho's wrath at all
costs. However, it isn't possible to avoid
disaster and sometimes you are caught
in its path. How can you tell she is
going to blow (blow as in explode, sinner) and what do you do
if she does?
You have to learn to read the signs of a psycho girl
she knows your schedule better than you do, you
have a problem. No girl should catalogue your
bowel movements. If your friends say that "she
sucks" and has no friends yet, you find her so amazing and her company mind-altering, please let
someone hit you in the head with a sock full of hot
nickels. Maybe that will jar some sense into you.
You also know you have a problem if she tries to
drain the life from your body with needy time ev-'
ery waking hour of the night and worse yet, she
makes you sleep on the floor. I can't give you all the
warning signs in a short article so you must, I repeat
must, not give into a pretty face that masks a demon
behind it. Use your judgment and you'll be fine.
For arguments sake, let's say you have been fooled by
the devil in disguise and now you are the object of a psycho's
desire. What to do? Short of pressing charges, you are limited to
what is legal. Be blunt, dump the girl and wait for the reaction. Buy
her a kitten if you have to or tell her that your new girl is built like a
Sherman tank and is even more protective. Maybe your psycho-ex
will move onto her next prey. If not, then you have to work quickly
and efficiently. Lock all your doors, park in well-lit areas, and don't
go anywhere alone. Like a volcano, she could just steam a little or
she could destroy everything in her path. Watch your back, they
are everywhere!

Maria DeRuccio
The last guy I dated tattooed 'Maria Always' on his
arm after we dated for only two and a half months. I
would say that's pretty psycho, wouldn't you?
I'll admit it, I like to be the center of my
guy's universe (youngest child syndrome) but
sometimes enough is enough. And just a note, once you
cross into psychoville, there's no turning back.
It's hard to know at first when you've met the right
psycho. He's cute, he's funny, he mixes in well with
your family and friends, but wait... you have sometimes
caught him suspiciously following you
to class. Sign#l: I honestly believe
that girlfriends and boyfriends need to live their own separate
lives.
In other words, give me my space. Too much of a
good thing will soon suck a lot. There is such a thing as
'me time' and it works well in relationships. If he wants
to be all up in your business, he's way too obsessive
and possesses strong psycho qualities. Be gone!
Sign # 2 is very deceiving, but just as important.
He confesses his undying love for you, before you've
even told your parents about him. Come on, we all
know guys' commitment phobias.
Put two and two together, why would any guy
put his heart out to you so soon, unless he was in fact
psycho! Don't be fooled girls; you should know that
falling in love isn't that easy. If he says I love you
before you're ready... peace out Cub Scout!
To me, the worst and most annoying sign-opsycho is the "oh I didn't think you'd be here" guy.
This boyfriend gets so hurt that you want to hang out
with your girls one night, that he just so happens to slyly show
up at your favorite hang-out and declare the above quote in
his most honest, yet counterfeit tone. Ok buddy, three strikes,
take a seat.
I just think you should always remember that any move
your guy makes now, is a mere 'preview of upcoming
attractions.' Oh and in case you were wondering, that
tattoo wasn't permanent.
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ntertainment
...ancf T'fte Mirror's nominees are...
Who wiCCsnag the
fittCe naked men this year?

BY PAUL PARISI

Award shows: Other people telling
you who or what is the best. "Ha," you
think to yourself, "What kind of idiots
reside on the Oscar Nomination Committee when "Scary Movie 2" doesn't
even receive a single vote?"

13 and 8 nominations, respectively. In
fact "Lord of the Rings" is only the seventh movie in history to receive 13 nominations, however it should be noted that
only one is in an acting category.
Many people have their eye on
Russell Crowe this year. This is his third
consecutive Oscar nomination, but more

to-back Oscar winner.
History was made this year by Will
Smith ("Ali") and Denzel Washington
('Training Day") both being nominated
for Best Actor. This marks the first time
two African American men have been
named simultaneously in that category.
Another first this year is the creation of

your nominees and The Mirror's picks
to win:
Best Supporting Actress: Jennifer
Connelly ("A Beautiful Mind"), Helen
Mirren ("Gosford Park"), Maggie Smith
("Gosford Park"), Marisa Tomei ("In the
Bedroom") and Kate Winslet ("Iris").
Winner: Jennifer Connelly. She was a

tfead to head this year, Lord of the 'Kings (13 nominations) and 'Beautif uC (Mind (8 nominations)
Sure, it would be more fun if the
Oscar's followed more of an MTV route
and had awards such as Best Fight or
Best line rather than
their Best Sound Editing or Best Documentary Short Subject. But that's why
when you win an Oscar you receive a
golden knight armed
with a sword rather
than a golden bowl of
popcorn. Its prestigious, man.
Here's a quick
guide so that we all
can become slightly
more cultured.
The two dominating movies this year
are " The Lord of The
Rings" and "A Beautiful Mind," receiving

importantly; if he wins this year he will
join the elite ranks of the likes of Tom
Hanks and Katherine Hepburn as a back-

a new category, Best Animated Feature
Film. If only they thought of this years
ago- just think, South Park would have
been Oscar-worthy...
Perhaps the biggest
disappointment is the
treatment of the movie
"Memento," considered
a leading contender
throughout most of the
year but left behind with
only two noms, for original screenplay and editing. The movie cleverly
plays out backwards.
Another disappointment
is the lack of votes for
"A.I.: Artificial Intelligence." Apparently the
Academy does not appreciate movies where
any individual interpretations can be applied.
Anyway, here are

major part of the unbelievable acting in
this movie.
Best Actress:
Halle Berry
("Monster's Ball"), Judi Dench ("Iris"),
Nicole Kidman ("Moulin Rouge"), Sissy
Spacek ("In The Bedroom") and Renee
Zellweger ("Bridget Jones's Diary")
Winner: Sissy Spacek. This is her seventh Oscar Nomination in her career,
with one win already in the bag. Her
performance in Bedroom has made her
one of the few "shoo- ins" this year (but
you can go right ahead and keep on rooting for Halle).
Best Supporting Actor: Jim
Broadbent ("Iris"), Ethan Hawke
("Training Day"), Ben Kingsley ("Sexy
Beast"), Ian McKellen ("The Lord of the
Rings") and Jon Voight ("Ali"). Winner:
Ian McKellen
Best Actor: Russell Crowe ("A
Beautiful Mind"), Sean Penn ("I Am
SEE "OSCARS" ON P.16
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One student's behind-the-scenes look at TheaterFairieWs latest play, "HenrylV"
BY CHRIS WOOD

Chris Wood '03 is in Theatre
Fairfield's spring production, "Henry
IV" Pt. 1, which opens on April 17. He
shares with us some of the experiences
of putting Shakespeare on Fairfield's
stage.
Why Shakespeare? First of all, lam
not a theatre major or minor. I am a junior with an English/journalism major
who plans on writing for a major publication. I have enjoyed doing school plays
and community theater since grade
school.

Photo: Amy Womack

When college came, I wanted to
continue this hobby though it wasn't included in my overall career aspirations.
I was cast in the 1999 production of Hair
the first week of classes and realized
quickly that theater at Fairfield was much
more than a hobby.
Theatre Fairfield, our school's theatre company, is designed on a professional model, and to groom professional
actors, directors, and crew members-and
in the case of many alumni, has done just
that. Being in one of these productions
does not only take up the time of a parttime job, but is like being pushed every
day at that job, to be the best
liquor-bottle-bagger in the
state of Connecticut. And
how much do you get paid?
The price of two complimentary tickets ($10), and
a credit toward your Visual/
Performance Art requirement.
So after I learned these
interesting details the hard
way, why would I ever throw
myself back into the
butcher's shop?
I hope that giving an insiders look into the making
of this play will show just why it is worth
the time, and why bringing Shakespeare
to Fairfield is important at this time, to
people our age.

The Audition. I honestly wasn't
too excited about being in a play that is
400 years old. I prefer plays and movies that deal with people like us - not
kings and princes and crusades.
Yet the fact of the matter is, the writings of Shakespeare have such a grasp
on people of any time that you can apply such seemingly irrelevant situations
to anything along the road in your own
life.
Plus the words of Shakespeare are
the best arrangement of print since the
Gutenberg Bible, but that's my last literary aside.
One of the biggest reasons why I
went out for a role in "Henry IV" Pt. 1
is because I wanted to win. For me it
was like trying out for a varsity team. I
wanted to see if I could get in. 1 wanted
to be able to say that I did Shakespeare.
And I wanted to improve the acting
skills that I had already learned through
other productions here.
At the audition, the director,
Fairfield Associate Professor Dr. Martha
S. LoMonaco, had us all give monologues and read through scenes, but she
started us off with the simplest of all exercises. Like every other audition I've
endured with Theartre Fairfield, she
made us walk.
Oh, it's easy to walk. Unless you
feel eyes glued to you every moment of
every step. Dr. L. has seen it a million

times, but that's not who I'm worried
about. The others you audition with,
though you may know some, are each
trying to do their best - they want your
role too.
We can't afford to hesitate or hold
back as we each try to walk like a model,
or a hobo, and then maybe our favorite
vegetable. It's quite different. And that's
before you even have a line to worry
about stumbling over.
After two nights of auditions that
could only be described as draining, I
took the long walk up to Canisius 2, as
all others have before me, and took a
look at the cast list.
I made the cut.
I was Westmoreland.
Now, all I
had to do was find out what a
Westmoreland was...

Oscars...
"Who's got it this time?
CONTINUED FROM P. 15

Sam"), Will Smith ("Ali"), Denzel
Washington ("Training Day") and Tom
Wilkinson ("In The Bedroom"). Winner:
Russell Crowe (Because it doesn't matter how much weight he put on or how
well he learned to box, Will Smith will
always be the "Fresh Prince" and Crowe
will always be the "Gladiator"- and you
know whose going to kick a**).
Best Animated Feature Film:
"Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius," "Monsters, Inc." and "Shrek." Winner:
"Shrek." It was actually considered for
the Best Picture Category.
Best Make-up: "A Beautiful

Mind," "The Lord of the Rings" and
"Moulin Rouge." Winner: Who cares...
And Finally, Best Picture: "A Beautiful Mind," "Gosford Park," "In the
Bedroom," "The Lord of the Rings: The
Fellowship of the Ring" and "Moulin
Rouge."
Winner: "The Lord of the Rings."
The Movie does so well with the difficult job of staying true to the book, plus
the Academy tends to favor the movie
with the most overall awards when it
comes to this category. However, with
the highly praised all-around acting of
"A Beautiful Mind," it could be anyone's
little naked gold man.

Sissy Spaced (Ceft) wiCC he crossing her fingers
for her seventh nomination for "In 'fhe 'Bedroom."
'And 'RusseCC Crowe (above) hopes to win a hack to
hack Oscar this year for U<A 'BeautifuC 'Mind."

The 74th
Annual Academy Awards
March 24, 8 p.m. on ABC
For the complete listing
of nominees
visit www.oscars.com
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mixed up
Destiny's Child and J-Lo's remix albums prove
not as 'Bootylicious' or 'Real' as they could be
Remix albums are rare, but these
two high profile CDs offer the chance
to own some of those little known remixes. Too bad the CDs don't offer
much more than keeping the artist's
names visible.
Destiny's Child And Jennifer
Lopez, both from Sony-owned labels,
have put out a collection of remixes of
many of their best known hits as well
as some of their lesser known album
tracks. The problem with both of these
CDs is that only a handful of the tracks
are recognizable. The rest are remixes
of songs that didn't need them.
First up is Jennifer Lopez's "J to
the L.O.," which features about a
dozen remixes of her hits from her first
two albums, including the very popular hit remixes of "I'm Real" and
"Ain't it Funny," both featuring Ja
Rule.
Credit has to be given to Lopez
for taking a chance with the disc and
releasing a mostly dance album with
the remixes. While her recent tracks
with Ja Rule are very much R&B
weighted, the rest of the CD features
dance remixes which have been previ-

Kelly, Beyonce and Michelle a strangely close trio and J-Lo looking hot like always

Taken for

SPI/V

BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL
ously hard to find, such as "Waiting for
Tonight" and "If You Had My Love."
Both of those remixes were great restructured versions, and almost justify the
purchase of the CD. Almost.
The question falls as to what J.Lo
was thinking when she hurt her musical
credibility by doing the remixes of
"Funny" and "Real," which seemed to
indicate that her label had no faith in the
original version. Forget the fact that the
album version of "Funny" seemed to
show that her singing abilities were improving. Instead, her record label decided not once, but twice, to have her
sing in monotone and having Ja Rule rap
about things like her butt.
Despite that, people like them, and
pushed the CD to #1 upon its release.
The two tracks are interesting and
offer something a little different for
Lopez, but they don't have the power that
the originals do. What's amazing is that

more contemporary stations haven't
alienated Lopez.
They believed in
the strength of the
originals and still
played them. So
Lopez held her
ft
ground for now,
but may not later
if she keeps remixing her songs
into slow tempo
monotony.
Other than
the above four
tracks, the CD is
a bunch of dance
tracks and one
new song that
you probably
wouldn't recognize nor care to
get to know.
Therefore, your
finger will likely
be stationed over
the track forward
button.
Overall, there are moments to this
CD, but unless you get it cheap at a mass
merchant like Best Buy or Circuit City,
don't bother.
Also from the R&B genre is the
Destiny's Child remix CD, which put out
their "This is the Remix" CD last week.
The group proved they could sing, with

the girl power mentality that seems reminiscent of Spice Girls, with about as
much staying power on the radio. When
was the last time you heard "Bug a Boo"
on the radio?
With the group going on hiatus
while solo options are explored, "Remix" is an attempt to keep their name in
the spotlight. The label would be most
likely better off
releasing songs
that were cut
from the CDs
for being too
weak.
Many of
these remixes
also are little
known to most
listeners, and the
way they were
remixed will
make people
wonder why
anyone bothered.
Like
Lopez,
Destiny's
Child's remixes
were cut from a
small set of albums (three, in
their case), and
some of the remixes are of
songs that won't be known. Other remixes are of songs you wouldn't.recognize anymore because they were completely destroyed once the remix was
complete.
One needs to look no further than
the remixes of "Emotion," "Say My
Name," or the cartoon-like remix of "Independent Women" off the "Survivor"

isc Data

Grade: C

Artist:
Jennifer Lopez
CD: J to the L.O.
Label: Epic

Grade: D

Artist:
Destiny's Child
CD: This is the Remix
Label: Columbia

CD to understand that someone must
have slipped and fell one too many times
during a rehearsal.
The tracks worth listening to before
flipping the CD out of the window are
mainly the slightly reworked versions of
"Jumpin, Jumpin" and "Survivor," as
well as the "No, No, No" and
"Bootylicious" remixes. But then, most
of these were readily available before,
so chances are you have them if you're
a fan. The other songs are just not worth
purchasing this CD for.
While J.Lo's CD had some rare
tracks worth looking for, Destiny's Child
shows that sometimes it's not smart to
tinker with something that's not broke.
At least the original songs had something
enjoyable until they were overplayed.
The end result? This pair of discs
appears to be not much more than a
"don't forget us" attempt, like a greatest
hits album by someone who's only had
two real hits. Unless you're a huge fan
wanting all their CDs, or if you're someone who doesn't have the good mixes
from these albums, you probably don't
have much reason to spend money on
these. Besides, you've got other great
ways to spend your money. A root canal
comes to mind.
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SPORTS

Baseball

Softball

On a Roll

Dropped Twinbill

Swept C.W. Post in three game home
and home series on Saturday and Sunday. The Stags extended their win
Streak to six games and improved to 7-5
overall and open MAAC play this
weeekend when they host Marist.

Dropped double-header to Lehigh on
Saturday in Bethelehem, Penn. Fairfield
fell below .500 on the season as their
record dropped to 10-11. Kerri
Giangrandi led the Stags with 4 hits.

Women's
Lacrosse

Men's Lacrosse
Crimson to Strong
Junior Matt Buecker scored four goals, but
his effort was not enough to lift the Stags
past Hravard on Saturday in Cambridge,
Mass. The Stags fell to 2-2 in the season
and open up the Great Western Lacrosse
League with Butler this week.

Upcoming Events:

Slayed the Wildcats

The Stags won a thriller over Villanova,
15-14 in sudden death overtime to claim
their first win of the season. Junior
Megan Cunnigham notched the game
winner ten seconds into the extra period.

Men's Tennis
Tough Losses

Thursday, March 21
Softball @ Wagner, 2 pm
Saturday, March 23
Baseball vs. Marist (DH), 12, 3 pm
Softball vs. Yale (DH), 1pm
Men's Tennis vs. Loyola, 2 pm
Women's Tennis vs. Loyola, 10 am
Sunday, March 24
Baseball vs. Marist, 12 pm
Softball @ Boston College (DH), 12 pm
Men's Lacrosse vs. Butler, 1 pm
Monday, March 25
Women's Lacrosse vs. Boston College, 3 pm.

Lost to Fordham 6-0 last Friday
and St. Peter's 5-2 Tuesday and fell
to 2-7 on the year. Mike Theile and
Peter Rudden picked up the Stags
only win in doubles action against
Fordham.

Women's
Tennis
Cruises past St. Francis

Defeated St. Francis on Saturday 7-0, sweeping all of the
day's matches at the U.S. Open
Tennis Center in Flushing, New
York. The Stags improved to
3-5 on the year.
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STAGGER^NG$ Wanted: Athletic info
BY ETHAN FRY

A little bit oftruth would be much appreciated
What exactly is going on with respect to the whole Joe Bernard DUI situation? If you believe the athletic department here at Fairfield, not much of
anything at all. But believing what the
athletic administration here has to say
has become an increasingly difficult
task over the course of this year.
The term "glasnost" was a policy
spearheaded by Mikhail Gorbachev in
1985 in the Soviet Union to signify
more openness and freedom of the press
in public matters. Opposed by old guard
Communists, the policy was vital in the
progression of Russian politics away
from the stifling lifestyle under which
millions of people lived at the time.
It's a shame that the administration
of the athletic department here at
Fairfield is about as forthcoming as Joseph Stalin's repressive regime.
Don't get me wrong, I'm as big a
fan of Fairfield athletics as anyone, I just
think that in a free society the highest
administrative powers at an institution
of "higher" learning should have even
the most rudimentary understanding of
the role of newspapers and the media
in a public culture.
What has led me to say things like
this?
Earlier in the year, a senior mem-

ber of the athletic administration chided
a Mirror staff member incredulously for
printing stories that did not portray
Fairfield athletics in a positive light.
Sources have told the Mirror that
athletic staff have in several cases discouraged student-athletes from talking to
The Mirror on a number of occasions
throughout this year.
I am all for the athletic department
here wanting to solve problems internally
to the extent that they can, but in some
cases it is just impossible to erect a wall
of absolute silence as far as some cases
are concerned.
Too bad the athletic department has
not realized this fact yet.
The fact is, in a society where an
actual public discourse on public issues
takes place, it is not only the right but
also the responsibility of a newspaper to
fully investigate the facts of any story and
report them in a fair and balanced manner.
Despite all the administrative handwringing over various articles that have
appeared in the pages of this section over
the course of this academic year, not once
has anyone pointed out a case in which a
significant factual error occured in any
story.
Such large scale and massive igno-

rance on an issue as important as this one
is both baffling and telling. The fact of
the matter seems to be that the administration just does not respect students.
An examination of further facts
would in my mind bear this assumption
out.
Take, for instance, the radio coverage of Fairfield basketball on WVOF, the
supposedly student radio station here.
Instead of sticking with tradition
and having the games called by students
here, the powers that be decided instead
to have the games broadcast by profes-

sional ringers, nullifying a significant opportunity for students to hone their skills
in a hands-on manner and also damaging any chance for a hardcore following
to develop among students for Stags basketball, in my opinion.
Now, I love Fairfield as much as the
next guy, and I love it when our studentathletes represent the school so well on
the field. The problem is it is all too often that the administration on a regular
basis embarrasses themselves and the
very ideals it claims this institution instills.

bar eleven
SoNo's largest dance club
Women always in free
$2 drinks and beers until 11 p.m.
(What else do you need?)
11 Washington St, South Norwalk
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www.sonobar11.com sonobarH#.aol.com
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Stag hurlers key to victory
Power pitching the reason for positive start
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

With just two upperclassmen on its
pitching staff, it may appear that the
baseball team's pitching would be its
stumbling block this year.
Instead, the pitchers have been the
biggest reason for the Stags' current sixgame winning streak.
"We are improving day-by-day,"
said head coach John Slosar. "Our pitching staff has been the difference for us—
they've kept us in every game this year,
with the exception of one."
Senior Dan Krines has emerged as
the team's ace of the pitching staff, giving up just six earned runs in his first
three starts this year, while junior Paul
Gorra is 1-1 on the season after pitching
eight shutout innings in the Stags' 10-3
win over C.W. Post on Sunday.
The Stags swept the three-game series with C. W. Post last weekend, yielding just five runs in the three games to
improve their record to 7-5 this season.
"We've gotten off to a real good
start, better than we have in the past,"
Krines said. "Our pitching has definitely
been the strength of our team. The
younger guys have really stepped up.
The sophomores on the staff have done
an exceptional job—everyone has been
stepping up in their respective roles."

The Stags have seven sophomores this year. Ciardelli leads the team with
on its pitching staff, led by Thomas two home runs and 11 RBI while Novalis
Maisano and Pablo
Tamayo. Maisano has a
2-0 record with a 2.05
E.R.A while Tamayo is 11 with a 1.98 E.R.A.
Fairfield began the
season against some of
the top teams in the east
while playing down in
Homestead, Fla. during
Spring Break. The Stags
lost three games by three
runs or less during the
break, including a 6-4
loss to Notre Dame, who
was ranked amongst the
nation's top 25 teams at
the time.
"Our pitching staff
has set the example for
everyone this season,"
said senior short stop
SeanToolan. "They have
kept us in almost every
game and have given us
a chance to win almost
every game so far this
year."
Seniors
Matt
Ciardelli and Jon Novalis Senior first baseman Ryan Bittner
have supplied Fairfield
with much of its offensive production has a team-high 14 hits on the season.

The Stags begin their conference
schedule this weekend at home with a
three game series against
defending
MAAC
Champion Marist, who
is the preseason favorite
to repeat as conference
champions according to
MAAC coaches.
"Marist is one of the
better teams in the
MAAC," Toolan said.
"It will be important to
get off on the right foot
in the conference."
After missing the
four-team conference
tournament draw last
year by finishing a disappointing sixth in the
league standings, the
Stags have been picked
to finish fifth this year
behind
Marist,
LeMoyne, Siena and
Rider.
"We have a very
strong league," Slosar
said. "It will come down
to four teams making the
playoffs. Every weekend is going to be
tough—it's going to be a
real battle."

Women's lacrosse wins thriller
Team looksforward to Boston Collegegame onMonday
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

A thrilling double-overtime victory
over Villanova on Saturday gave the
women's lacrosse team its first win of
the season under first-year head coach
Laura Brand.
Junior Megan Cunningham scored
the game-winning goal just 10 seconds
into the sudden-death period, propelling
the Stags to a 15-14 victory over the
Wildcats.
"It was an awesome game, it was a
real nail-biter," said sophomore Jess
Conahan, who led the Stags in scoring
against Villanova with four goals and
two assists. "The game went back and
forth but we didn't let down and everyone played 110 percent."
Megan Uhr added three tallies for
the Stags, while twin sister Lauren Uhr,
Caitlin Perry and Cunningham each
scored two goals.
Sophomore Kathleen Crane stopped

10 shots in the Stags' net, including two
in overtime.

"Our season has been going pretty
well so far, we are optimistic on our

Senior captain Caitlin Perry scored two goals against Villanova

chances the rest of the season," Conahan
said.
Fairfield has been picked by MAAC
coaches to repeat as conference champions, while senior Lauren Uhr was selected as the MAAC Preseason Player
of the Year after finishing third on the
team in scoring with 36 points last season.
The Stags now have a 1-2 record on
the season and continue their non-conference schedule when they play host to
Boston College on Monday.
"We're playing really well, we've
been playing some really strong teams,"
said freshmen Jess Golden. "We knew
[Saturday's game] was going to be
tough, but we were able to get our first
win of the season. Playing these tough
teams now, will help us during our
MAAC season."

